
Chapter 3: Ayurveda For Holistic Wellbeing
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Kapha Dosa/ Sleshma: For stability and lubrica9on



• Kapha is derived from Sanskrit.
• 'Kena jalena phala6 nipadhyate i6 Kapha' : means that

which originates from water while
• "slesma": 'slihya6 i6 slesma' means that which joins

together and brings about cohesion.
• O@en Kapha is translated as mucus or phlegm, which is

an important part of Kapha, par6cularly in disease, but
Kapha is much more than that. It represents poten6al
energy in the body
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Kapha Dosa/ Sleshma: For stability and lubrica9on



Characteris9cs of Kapha

• Kapha dosa provides nourishment to all parts of the 
body and regulates the other two dosas, PiEa and 
Våta. 

• Kapha provides moistness, oiliness and smoothness to 
the body organs. 

• It lubricates and connects joints and bones, increases 
libido, strength, enthusiasm, heals wounds, improves 
immunity, provides energy for mental and physical 
ac6vi6es.
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• It is responsible for behavioral and psychological
changes.

• Kapha is also the primary cause for sleep, lethargy and
iner6a (tamas).

• When there is an increase in heat due to PiEa or
dryness due to Våta, then Kapha increases the
secre6on of oily and smooth fluids and protects the
6ssues from damage.
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Characteris9cs of Kapha



• There is a corresponding increase in opposing dosas,
PiEa and Våta, if Kapha decreases. This results in
damage to the dhåtus (6ssues) by the heat of PiEa,
and accumula6on of Våta causes dryness and lightness
in the dhåtus, joints, heart and other parts of the
body.

• However, in normal condi6ons when Kapha is in
balance, it nourishes and strengthens all the cells,
6ssues and organs and does not provide space for the
flow of Våta.
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Five types of Kapha according to their loca6ons and
func6ons:

1. Kledaka - that which moistens the food in the stomach to
break it up.
2. Avalambaka - that which maintains body fluids and physical
stamina; protects and for6fies the heart.
3. Bodhaka - that which controls the taste and sharpens taste
percep6on.
4. Tarpaka - that which ensures the stabilityof sense organs.
5. Slesaka - that which connects and lubricates the joints and
improves their mobility.
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Natural aEributes of Kapha

• Kapha is heavy, cold, so@, oily, sweet, firm and viscous
in its natural aEributes.

• Besides, it is dull, stable, moist and white in
appearance.

• People with dominant Kapha dosa have a Kapha-type
body makeup.

• People with Kapha cons6tu6on usually have an
abundance of strength, material wealth, knowledge,
power and peace. They usually have a long life-span.
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• However, weight of an individual also plays
a significant role in this regard. Obesity can neutralize
all the good quali6es of Kapha dosa and makes one
more suscep6ble to various diseases.
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Reasons for Kapha aggrava6on

Kapha is the slowest and steadiest of all the dosas. In
Kapha imbalance, following are the major reasons for its
aggrava6on.

1. Diete6cs: Excess consump6on of sweet, sour (acidic),
heavy, oily and faEy foods. Over intake of muEon, fish,
salt, sesame, milk and watery substances such as
carbonated drinks (so@ drinks) and cold refrigerated
water. Ea6ng while the previous meal is yet to be
digested and overea6ng also lead to Kapha aggrava6on.11



2. Habits: Noon siesta, lethargy and laziness, lack of exercise
and physical ac6vity increase Kapha dosa in the body.
3. Season: Siesta, lethargic a`tude and lack of physical
ac6vity increase Kapha dosa in the body.
4. Natural tendency: Kapha aggravates naturally in the
morning, during first part of the night, a@er meals and during
childhood.
5. Heredity: If diabetes, obesity or allergies run in your family
you are more prone to aggravated Kapha dosa.
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Symptoms of aggravated Kapha

1. Physical indica6ons: Laxity in the body organs, sweet
taste in the mouth, pale skin, coolness, smoothness,
itching, heaviness, s6ckiness in the malas (body wastes -
fecal maEer, urine, sweat), a feeling of being wrapped in
a wet cloth, to feel as if the affected part is being
plastered with some substances, swelling, conges6on,
sinus, cold, increased mucus secre6on from the nose and
eyes, slow sensory responses, bronchial asthma, sore
throat, cough, diabetes and fluid reten6on in the
6ssues. 13



Remedies for balancing Kapha

The following remedies can be used to restore Kapha to its
normal state.
1. Using pungent, astringent and hot herbal prepara6ons to
induce vomi6ng and increase laxity in the stool.
2. Intake of Kapha pacifying foods those are biEer, pungent,
astringent, dry and hot because they can balance the
characteris6cs of Kapha dosa.

3. Intake of food that have Kapha reducing potency,
postdiges6ve effect and prabhåva (ac6on).
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4. Intake of old honey and old fermented substances
like Ayurvedic herbal åsava and arista.
5. Smoking of medicinal an6-kapha herbs and fas6ng
to reduce weight.
6. Staying warm (dry heat is best), different kinds of
fomenta6on therapies and suda6on so as to induce
swea6ng, sun bath, powder (dry)
massage and ubatana (smearing herbal pastes on the
body).
7. Rigorous exercise, brisk walking, running, sit-ups, high and
long jumps, wrestling, swimming and so on.
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8. Wearing warm clothes and staying awake 6ll late
in the night.
9.Nasya(inhala6on of medicines administered nasally).
10. Staying ac6ve and keeping away from lethargy and
laziness.
11. Anxiety, worry and grief reduce Kapha, but they lead
to several other ailments and psychological disorders
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• Therapeu6c vomi6ng (vamana) is the best remedy to
balance increased Kapha because it clears the vi6ated
Kapha from the stomach and the chest regions, the
primary Kapha sites in the body. However, the
medicines used for this process (vamana) must be
prepared from pungent and hot substances.
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Symptoms of low level of Kapha and its treatment

• When the level of Kapha is low, the body displays the
contrary symptoms of dryness, a persistent burning
sensa6on, a feeling of lacuna (emp6ness) in the Kapha
loca6ons (lungs, heart, joints and especially head),
looseness and laxity in joints, excessive thirst,
weakness and lack of sleep. Low Kapha affects the
normal func6oning of Kapha dosa leading to a
reduc6on in its ac6ons and proper6es.
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Såma and Niråma Kapha

When Kapha gets corrupted with åma (Såma Kapha), it
becomes turbid, dense, thick, s6cky and unpleasant to
smell. This prevents belching and reduces hunger. In
contrast, Niråma Kapha (without åma) is foamy,
condensed, light, odorless and seEled. It does not s6ck
in the throat and keeps the mouth clean and fresh
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Kapha and its divisions
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Loca6on of Dosas in the body and their posi6ve psychological
trait

• Normally all three dosas pervade the en6re body, but
they keep changing according to seasons, diet,
diges6ve fire in the body and the strength of the
alimentary canal, but any one of them is prominent in
certain organs and parts of the body and this is known
as the specific loca6on (shelter) of that dosa.
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Prakariti: Know Your Constitution



• The cons6tu6on of any body type is called prakari6 in
Sanskrit, a term meaning nature.'

• Each individual is born with a unique body type
determined by the dominance of one or more of the
three dosas.

• This is referred to as Prakari6 or the body cons6tu6on
of an individual.

• According to Ayurveda, prakari6 plays a very
important role in a person's health, well-being and to
diagnose diseases in an individual. 25



• It helps to determine the most beneficial diet and
lifestyle that an individual should follow.

• Diagnosis of disease and the type of treatment to be
followed are also dictated by prakari6.

• An individual's cons6tu6on is determined on the basis
of body structure, nature, character, aEributes and a
wide variety of factors
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• Accordingly, there are thus seven possible types of 
prakæ6s(8): 

1. Våta
2. PiEa
3. Kapha
4. Våta-PiEa
5. PiEa-Kapha
6. Våta-Kapha
7. Såma (Equal effect of all the three dosas)
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